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*See back for complete listing of institutions
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NSF AGEP &amp; SBE Alliances</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Alabama AGEP**  
U. of Alabama, Birmingham*  
Alabama A&M  
Alabama State  
Auburn University  
Miles College  
Oakwood College  
Stillman College  
Talladega College  
Tuskegee University  
U. of Alabama, Huntsville  
U. of Alabama, Tuscaloosa  
U. of South Alabama  |
| **Iowa AGEP**  
University of Iowa  
Iowa State University  
University of Northern Iowa  |
| **New Mexico AGEP**  
New Mexico State  
Eastern New Mexico U.  
New Mexico Highlands U.  
New Mexico Tech  
Northern Arizona U.  
U. of New Mexico  |
| **OPT-ED**  
North Carolina A&T *  
North Carolina State*  
U. of N. Carolina, Chapel Hill*  
Bennett College  
Durham Tech Comm. College  
Elizabeth City State  
Fayetteville Tech Comm. College  
Guilford Tech Comm. College  
Halifax Comm. College  
Johnson C. Smith University  
Mitchell Comm. College  
NC Math and Science Ed. Network  
North Carolina Central U.  
Piedmont Comm. College  
Pisgah Astronomical R.I.  
Pitt Comm. College  
Saint Augustine’s College  
U. of North Carolina, Charlotte  
U. of North Carolina Pembroke  
Wayne Comm. College  
Winston-Salem State  |
| **NEAGEP**  
U. of Massachusetts, Amherst*  
Bennett College  
Boston University  
Jackson State University  
Lincoln University  
Medgar Evers College, CUNY  
MIT  
Pennsylvania State University  
Rutgers University  
U. of Connecticut  
U. of Maine  
U. of New Hampshire  
U. of Puerto Rico, Mayagüez  
U. of Rhode Island  
U. of Vermont  |
| **PROMISE**  
U. of Maryland, Baltimore Co.*  
U. of Maryland, Baltimore  
U. of Maryland, College Park  |
| **Rice-Houston AGEP**  
Rice University*  
Houston Comm. College System  
San Jacinto Jr. College System  
Texas Southern University  
U. of Houston  
U. of Houston, Downtown  
U. of Houston, Victoria  |
| **SEAGEP**  
University of Florida*  
Clemson University  
University of South Carolina  |
| **SUNY AGEP**  
SUNY, Stony Brook*  
SUNY, Albany  
SUNY, Binghamton  
SUNY, Buffalo  |
| **U. of California AGEP**  
U. of California, Berkeley  
U. of California, Davis  
U. of California, Irvine  
U. of California, Los Angeles  
U. of California, Riverside  
U. of California, San Diego  
U. of California, San Francisco  
U. of California, Santa Barbara  
U. of California, Santa Cruz  |
| **U. of Puerto Rico AGEP**  
U. of Puerto Rico, Mayagüez*  
U. of Puerto Rico, Rio Piedras  |
| **UC-DIGSSS**  
U. of California, Los Angeles  
U. of California, Berkeley  
U. of California, Santa Barbara  |

*Lead Institution

1 Enhancing Diversity in Graduate Education in the Social, Behavioral and Economic Sciences (EDGE-SBE)
2 Facilitating Academic Careers in Engineering and Science (FACES)
3 Graduate Alliance for Education in Louisiana (GAELA)
4 Great Lakes Alliances for the Social and Behavioral Sciences (GLASS)
5 Missouri Alliance for Graduate Education and the Professoriate (MAGEP)
6 Minority Access/Graduate Networking in the Sciences, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (MAGNET-STEM II)
7 More Graduate Education at Mountain States Alliance (MGE@MSA)
8 North Carolina Alliance to Create Opportunity Through Education (OPT-ED)
9 Northeast Alliance for Graduate Education and the Professoriate (NEAGEP)
10 South East Alliance for Graduate Education and the Professoriate (SEAGEP)
11 UC Diversity Initiative for Graduate Studies (UC-DIGSSS)